OLLI-UA Monsoon 2022 Priority Request Registration (PRR) Planner
Prioritize Multi Session and Single Session Classes Separately

If Using Form Electronically, Click Class Title to Go to Registration System

Central Tucson Campus: In-Person Multi-session

- Case Studies in Medical Ethics - Class Seats: 50
- CatCard Demystified - Class Seats: 50
- Current Issues in Healthy Brain Aging - Class Seats: 50
- Hablando Español / Speaking Spanish - Class Seats: 20
- Harsh Times novel by Mario Vargas Llosa - Class Seats: 50
- Pedagogy of the Oppressor: Experiential Education on the US-Mexico Border - Class Seats: 45
- Six Doors to Japan - Class Seats: 50
- The Godfather - Class Seats: 45
- Toward an Understanding of Wisdom - Class Seats: 50
- University Libraries: A Wealth of Information For You - Class Seats: 45

Central Tucson Campus: Single-Session

- Best New and Remastered Jazz Artists Showcase - Class Seats: 50
- Death Doula 101 - Class Seats: 50
- Desert Dangers: Bite and Sting Safety and First Aid - Class Seats: 50
- Eight Days A Week: John Lennon's Best Beatles Songs - Class Seats: 40
**Online Classes: Multi-session**

- [Addressing a Controversial and Perplexing Phenomenon](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Cataclysm Now!: Great Disasters](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [CatCard Demystified](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Decision Making In Life - A Framework](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Defining and Defying Dementia](#) - Class Seats: 50
- [Dream Group](#) - Class Seats: 30
- [Famous Movie Quotations](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Film Discussion Group (Online)](#) - Class Seats: 70
- [Forgiveness: Making Peace with Ourselves and Others](#) - Class Seats: 30
- [Hablando Español / Speaking Spanish](#) - Class Seats: 20
- [Maximize Your iPhone Camera App For Better Photo Images](#) - Class Seats: 50
- [News & Views with Sherry & Doug](#) - Class Seats: 80
- [Reading and Discussing The New Yorker](#) - Class Seats: 45

**Online Classes: Single-Session**

- [7 Great Design Ideas for a Bird-Friendly Yard](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Because Every Body Dies: Funeral Planning Rights and Options](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Brain Injury Basics and Resources](#) - Class Seats: 60
- [Captured! Stories of WWII Prisoners of War](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Change A Child's Story - CASA of Pima County](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Declutter 101: how to sort your stuff (easily)](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Design Your Own Rain Garden](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Domestic Violence 101](#) - Class Seats: 300
- [Investing Wisely for Your Retirement and Beyond](#) - Class Seats: 300
Just Back from Italy....It's Time to Make Pasta! - Class Seats: 300

Social Security 101: What You Need To Know for Retirement - Class Seats: 300

TEP Home Energizer Workshop - Class Seats: 50

The Great Depression, an Intimate View - Class Seats: 300

WWII Adventures on the High Seas - Class Seats: 300